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ABSTRACT 

Measuring the geological disaster-risked situation, is a typical non-deterministic decision-making issue in disaster pre- 
vention and emergency response science for military engineering. Based on the given geological disaster risk analysis 
mechanism, geological disaster risk monitoring matrix was established, and risk characters’ value was obtained by 
mining the hidden information in the monitoring matrix with Entropy theory; with Identity, Discrepancy, and Contrary 
of Set Pair Analysis and distance measurement, geological disaster-risked model was erected for military engineering, 
and the steps were given for measuring geological disaster risk, which determined geological disaster-risked SPA force 
and order relationship of military engineering. Finally, case showed that model has the feasibility and effectiveness over 
measuring the geological disaster-risked situation for military engineering. 
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1. Introduction 

Geological disasters are occurred by natural or human- 
induced geological environment or geology change, such 
as collapse, landslide, debris flow, ground fissures, land 
subsidence, ground collapse, sudden rock burst and the 
water tunnel etc. [1].  

Geological disaster-risked issue was focused widely 
home and abroad [2], whose purpose was to estimate the 
damage range and potential impact of geological disaster 
from disaster-caused factors and pregnant environment, 
providing the basis for disaster prediction, disaster pre- 
vention and even disaster compensation [3]. According 
to current study of the geological disaster-risked assess- 
ment [4], coupled structure and risk assessment logic was 
proposed about the possibility of the geological disaster 
body and the vulnerability of risk body, which gave the 
overall concept from the object, content, purpose and other 
aspects of geological disaster risk assessment.  

Geological disaster was a typical threat faced by mili- 
tary engineering structure, whose destructive effects could 
easily produce the structural damage phenomenon [5], 
resulting in complex relationship between risk and secu- 
rity, so it urgently needed recognize the mechanism of 
geological disaster risk of military engineering, meas- 
uring the status of the geological disaster-risked military 

engineering, and providing support for the protective 
problem of military engineering. 

Measurement of the geological disaster-risked situa- 
tion for military engineering, has the general rules of the 
damage and its measurement to military engineering [6], 
and has the general geological disaster risk assessment 
rules. Otherwise, this measurement had its uniqueness, 
needing adapt to the corresponding standard, rule, model, 
method, system and etc. With SPA model, Gongshi Li- 
ang [7] characterized the geological disasters in the un- 
certainty of the system and its role, whose Identity, Dis- 
crepancy, and Contrary force could effectively guide the 
measurement of the geological disaster-risked status of 
military engineering, but which needed the improvement 
to adapt to the geological disaster control features, han- 
dling the relationship between the certainty and uncer- 
tainty of the geological disaster risk to military engineer- 
ing. 

2. Characters of Geological Disaster-Risked 
Military Engineering 

2.1. Risk Analysis Mechanisms of Geological 
Disasters about Military Engineering 

Set Pair Analysis (SPA) proposed by K. Q. Zhao [8], car- 
ried on the dialectical analysis and mathematical treat- 
ment about the certainty and uncertainty within the com- 
mon system, which reflected the system, differentiation, 
mathematical characteristics. Integration of SPA and 
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Entropy method, tried to measure the stability of military 
engineering under the geological disaster risk, providing 
the basis for risk inspection, prevention and emergency 
response.  

Under the geological disaster, the identification of risk 
class and its influencing factors was the primary work in 
the entire measuring process on the structure risk of 
military engineering, to determine the risk characteristics 
of geological disasters to military engineering.  

With the integrated model of SPA and Information 
Entropy, risk analysis mechanism was established on 
geological disaster to military engineering, as shown in 
Figure 1, among which M.E. signed military engineer- 
ing.  

In Figure 1, the risk analysis mechanism on geological 
disaster for military engineering was in essence to trans- 
late the uncertainty of the geological disaster-risked mi- 
litary engineering into the concrete mathematical opera- 
tions about Information Mining and SPA of risk moni- 
toring information, in order to determine the overall si- 
tuation and risk SPA force of military engineering.  

2.2. Measure Geological Disaster-Risked 
Characters of Military Engineering  

Following the risk analysis mechanism on geological 
disaster for military engineering, jC  said the role of 
geological disaster-risked character or index to military 
engineering, and its set was C,  

1 2  . i  said the monitoring 
site of military engineering, and E denoted the set of i , 

, , , , ,
T

j nC C C C C     E
E

 1iE E i m   . Set ,i jx  as the measurement of the 
military engineering monitoring site ,i jx  on the section 
of index jC , and  j 

 1, 1m jS x j n   . 
On the basis of the monitoring status i  and ideal 

status of military engineering, the geological disaster- 
risked monitoring matrix X was erected for military en- 
gineering, such as “(1)”. 
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where in “(1)”, X was as well as called the initial moni- 
toring matrix about the geological disaster-risked mili- 
tary engineering, which was the quantitative basis for all 
the follow-up risk analysis works. 

3. Entropy-Based Character Weight and 
Distance Measurement of the Geological 
Disaster-Risked Military Engineering  

3.1. Standardization of Geological 
Disaster-Risked Characters of  
Military Engineering 

From the perspective trends of index jC  in the risk 
monitoring system for military engineering, there was 
max and min mode. Max trend showed that the greater 
value of jC , the more stability of military engineering; 
Otherwise, min trend showed that the greater value of 

jC , the worse stability. So, the max trend expressed the 
efficiency in the measurement of the geological disaster- 
risked military engineering status, and the min trend de- 
noted the cost-based content.  ,  denoted as its set, 

expressing the status of military engineering monitoring 

i .  was set as the ideal status of military engineer- 
ing, whose state measurement was denoted as  

1i iS x j n

E E
With the minimum method, the geological disaster- 

risked monitoring matrix X was standardized. If index 

jC  showed the max trend in the risk monitoring system  
 

1E iE mE

1S iS mS

 

Figure 1. Risk analysis mechanism on geological disaster for military engineering. 
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for military engineering, then: 
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If index jC  
 fo

showed the min trend 
to

in the risk moni- 
ring system r military engineering, then: 
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1
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i m
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             (3) 

Meanwhile, was defined as the 
of

E  
ine

overall risk status 
 military eng ering under the geological disasters, 

whose parameters were expressed as  
 2, 1m iS x i m

   , namely: 

  2,
1 1
m 1, 2, ,m i ij
i m

inx x j n   
          (4) 

In “(4)”, the minimum value was selecte
ra

d as the pa- 
meter of the worst state of military engineering, which 

scaled the overall risk of geological hazards to military 
engineering of the index measurements 

Thus, the geological disaster risk monitoring matrix X 
was transformed into standardized matrix X  for mili- 
tary engineering, such as “(5)”. 
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3.2. Entropy-Based Index Weight of Geological 

Wei ituation 

  







Disaster-Risked Military Engineering 

ght was an important information of risk s
measurement for military engineering under the effect of 
geological disasters, easily affected by subjective factors, 
where complexity and uncertainty was existed. Entropy 
[9] was applied into gaining the weight from the angle of 
the inner characteristics system and intrinsic relationship 
under geological disaster risk of military engineering. 
Entropy weight of the geological disaster risk index 
could reflect the disorder degree of the index system, and 
reduce the subjective windage effectively.  

Using the standardized geological disaster risk moni- 
toring matrix X  for military engineering, ,i jf  was set 
as the proporti  of the geological disaster-risked mili- 
tary engineering status iS  on the section 

on

jC , then: 
2m

, , ,
1

i j i j i j
i

f x x


   6) 

According to Information Entropy method [10,11], the 
Sh



              (

annon entropy value was set as je  about the geologi- 
cal disaster-risked index jC  for mi tary engineering. 
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In “(7)”, 

e Sh C f f


         (

je  
cal

reflected the disorder characteristic of 
the geologi  disaster-risked index jC

e, the
stem

 for military 
engineering.  the most entropy valu  dis
most in th ogical disaster-risked sy . If 

 As
e geol

order was 

,i j 0f   
took place, , 0.00001i jf   was replaced.  

Thus, the weight value was determined for the geo- 
logical disaster-risked index jC  for military engineer- 
ing, namely: 
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1 , 1j j j j
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         (8) 

where, jv  denoted the weight value of the geological 
disaster- d index riske jC . Additionally, 
of 

V  was the set 

jv ,  1, 2,,jV v j n  .  

the geological k status of 



3.3. Distance Measurement of the Geological 
Disaster-Risked Military Engineering 

According to disaster ris 1S , 

2S ,  , mS , 1mS  , 2mS   for military engineering,  
 ,idis S S  (1 2i m   ) was denoted as the proxi
 the risk status S  to the ideal status S

mity
hich 

 
, wfrom i

could be weighted by Minkowski distance, namely:  

   
1/2

2

1,
1

,i j ij m j
j

dis S S v x x 


n      
    (9) 

Accordingly, 

  

 ,idis S S   (1 2i m   ) was denoted 
as the proxim to 
status 

ity from the risk status iS  the worst 
S  , wh xich could be e pressed as: 

 
1/2

2
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where ” and “(10)” separately expres, “(9) sed the distance 
measurement from the risk status to the ide

 and worst status 
iS  al status 

S S  , in eaninwhich the m g of jv  
consisted with “(8)”. 

Let dis  and dis  separately as the maximum dis- 
tance measurement from the risk status iS  to the ideal 

atus S  and overall s tus S  , as shown in “(11)”. st a

4. Geological Disaster-Risked SPA
Military Engineering 

4.1. SPA Coefficients of the Geological 

isk analysis 

t
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di


 

 Model for 

Disaster-Risked Situation of Military 
Engineering 

Under the background of geological disaster r
problem of military engineering, iH  was establ

eological disaster-risked SPA of military engi
ished as 

the g neer- 
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ing, as shown in “(12)”.  

 , , 1,2, , , 2i iH h S S i m m          (12) 

That is, the risk status SPA was made up of the geo- 
logical risk and the ideal status ab
engineering.

sa
 

 iS  
  

S  out military 

According to the extraction and analysis about the 
geological di ster-risked characteristics of military en- 
gineering, SPA iH  had n features or indexes. Of these, 
th

to the basic principle of SPA [8], 

ere were ial  units in the identity, there were iag  
units in the contrary, and there were iat  units in the 
discrepancy of S S  and Set iS . ial , iag , and iat  
must satisfy: 

i i iat ag al n               (13) 

According 

et 

i  was 
defined as the connection degree of t
ter-risked SPA  for milita
sh

he geological disas- 
ry engineering, as  , ih S S

own in “(14)”. 

i i iat ag
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 αi
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n
  β           (14) 

Here, ial n  was identity, iat n  was discrepancy, 
and iag n  was contrary. And, wa
for discrepancy, which was re  in 

 α  
strained

s the coefficient 
 1,1 α ; β  

w coefficas the ient for contrary ich was defined as 
β
Defined 

, wh
1 . 

ia al n , ib at n , and ic F - 
lowing the connection degree of the geological disaster- 

ag n . ol

risked SPA , 



 , ih S S  ig   was established as the 
ge function for militaological dis ke ry en- 
gineering, as shown in “(15)”. 
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4.3. SPA Force of the Geological Disaster-Risked 
Military Engineering 

As 0ic   in the connection degree of ig   , the ratio 

i ia c  about the identity ia  to the contrary ic  was set 
e force of the geologicaas l disaste military 

neerin suring
e

th r-risked 
engi g SPA under this risk mea  problem, 
nam ly:  

 i i iShi H a c             (19) 

Make the sequence of the geological disaster-risked 
military engineering SPA by the value of i ia c . Based 

d with the principle on the information of  an
of 

nd s

out 

St  risked 

ia , ib , ic ,
permutation and combination, the situation of Identity, 

Discrepancy, and Contrary was analyzed a orted in 
Table 1. 

4.4. SPA Analysis Steps about the Geological 
Disaster Risk of Military Engineering 

There were mainly eight steps in the SPA analysis ab
the geological disaster risk of military engineering. 

ep 1: Demonstrate the geological disaster
characteristics of military engineering, and establish the 
geological disaster-risked monitoring matrix X. 

Step 2: The geological disaster-risked monitoring ma- 
trix X was standardized according to “(2)” and “(3)”. 

Step 3: According to “(4)”, determine the overall 
status (the worst status) S   of the geological disaster- 
risked military engineering, then establish the standard- 
ized geological disaster-risked matrix X.  

Step 4: According to )”, “(7)” and “(8)”, deter- 
mined the index Entropy and weight value of the geo- 
logical disaster-risked military engineering.  

“(6

Step 5: According to “(9)” and “(10)”, determine the 
distance measurement  ,idis S S  and  ,idis S S   of 
the geological disaster-risked status iS  of military en- 
gineering iE . 

Step 6: According to “(11)”, determine um 
distance measurement dis

 the maxim
 and dis  the status Si of 

the geological disaster-risked military ering 
of

engine

nt

e m 
geological disaster-risked status of military engineering,    

iE . 
Step 7: For each status iS  of the geological disaster- 

risked military engineering iE , “(18)” was applied into 
reckoning the identity ia , discrepancy ib , and co rary 

ic . 
Step 8: Calculate the force  iShi H  of the geological 

disaster-risked military engineering SPA, select the cor- 
r sponding degree fro Table 1, analyze the overall 
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 disaster-Table 1. Geological risked SPA force degree and order relationship on military engineering. 

Item Comparison of ia , ib , and ic  SPA Force Grade SPA Force 

1. Level Strong Common Force i i i ia c , b c  

2. i Normal Force  Level i ia c , i ic b a    Common 

3. Level i ia c , i ib a  

Common Force 
( 1i ia c  ) 

Weak Common Force 

1. Level i ia c ,  i ia b Strong Equal Force 

2. Level i Normal Equal Force 
Equal Force 

i ia c b   

3. Level i ia c , i ia b  

( 1i ia c  ) 

Weak Equal Force 

1. Level i ia c ,  i ia b Str

2. Level i Normal Contrary Force 
Contrary Force 

ong Contrary Force 

i ia c , i ia b c   

3. Level i ia c , i ib c  

( 1i ia c  ) 

Weak Contrary Force 

 
and determine t ence of the geo gical disaster- 

sked sections of military engineering. 

Example on the 
ry Engineering 

risk, 
refer k 

d e  of
Risk Case 

ter- 
indu  risk index of military engineering, the 

he sequ lo
ri

5. Application Example  

5.1. Monitoring Parameters 
Geological Risk of Milita

Assuming under the earthquake-induced landslide 
ring to the emergency, rock landslides other ris

characteristics [12-15], the risk features of geological 
military engineering was demonstrated by Single Axis 
Saturated Resisting Intensity, Risk Probability, maneu- 
verability, Maximum terra stress, and others, as shown in 
Table 2. Meanwhile, max and min denoted the trend of 
the risk characteristics of the geological landslide-threat- 
ened military engineering. 

Designed the important monitoring slope part of mili- 
tary engineering, whose status parameters were 
S

1S , 2S , 

3 , 4S , 5S , and whose ideal status was S . 

5.2. Stan ardization and Entropy W ights  

After studying on the trend of the geological disas
ced landslide

standardized matrix X  was established for the geo- 
logical disaster-risked case of military engineering with 
the formula “(2)” and “(3)”. With “(4)”, the overall geo- 
logical disaster-risked landslide status S   was deter- 
mined for military engineering, as shown in Table 3. 

According to “(6)”, “(7)”, and “(8)”, the dex entropy 
and weight value was calculated for the geological disaster- 
ris

 in

e 

of geological disaste  engineering 
was determined, as shown in Table 5. 

A ximum distance of 
geological disa ulated as  

gical 

n accordanc with 18)” a PA coeffi- 
cients and force was determined for the geological disas- 

n in Table 

According to  

r-risk case on military

k case for military engineering, as shown in Table 4. 

5.3. Distance of the Geological Disaster-Risked 
Military Engineering Case 

In accordance with the “(9)”, “(10)”, “(16)”, the distanc

ccording to the “(11)”, the ma
ster-risk case was calc

0.198dis  , 0.0664dis  . 

5.4. SPA Coefficients about Geolo
Disaster-Risked Military Engineering Case 

I e  “( nd “(19)”, the S

ter-risked military engineering case, as show
6. 

Table 6, the SPA force of the geological
disaster-risked military engineering case showed,  

 4Shi H >  3Shi H >  5Shi H >  2Shi H >  1 ,Shi H  
where 1E  was the key risk monitoring section, and 4E  
viewed the
ca

weak eq
 E

 relative m

ual force (

ost secu

a c , b a

rity. Based on the geologi- 

4

e

l disaster-risk SPA force degree and order relationship 
on military engineering, as Table 1, E  and 3E  m

i i i i ), nam  

4E  and 3 tended to the weak identity towards to  
stability of the ideal state of military engineering. Other- 
wise, 5E , 2E  and 1E  met the weak contrary force 
( i ia c

et the 
ly the status of

the

 , i ib c ), namely the status o 5E , 2E  and 1E  
tended to the weak ds to the stability of the 

al statu  of military engineering. Finally, the SPA force 
of the overall geological disaster-risked military engi- 
neerin as E

f 
c

e 

ontrary towar
ide

g c

s

  wa   0.5425Shi H   , which re- 
flected the degree of the ge gi  disaster- 
risked military engineering was in the weak contrary 
force, and viewed the general risk threat.  

6. Conclusio  

There were many factors affecting the geological disas- 
ter-risked military engineering, how to effectively meas- 
ure the geological disaster-risked military engi

s 
 overall risk olo cal

ns

neering    
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ble 2. Character parameters of geological diTa saster-risked case for military engineering. 

SAS RS RM RIC CO RP UR MA IFA SA SDR MTS DP 
 

max ma min min x max max max min min max max min min 

1S  65 48 7.3 0.56 0.40 0.56 0.52 2.0 38 21 0.21 12.8 0.24 

2S  41 56 11.2 0.49 0.38 0.29 0.68 3.0 40 15 0.23 11.3 0.19 

3S  53 39 7.8 0.64 0.25 0.42 0.49 4.0 25 9 0.35 8.3 0.18 

4S  70 74 6.9 0.71 0.19 0.36 0.37 3.0 32 13 0.18 3.9 0.26 

5S  59 50 5.4 0.55 0.30 0.48 0.55 2.0 49 12 0.13 10.4 0.25 

S  80 80 12.5 0.82 0.35 0.25 0.25 5.0 45 5 0.02 4.5 0.05 

Note: SAS—Si Axis S ted R g Inte S—  Stru RM— s rmation Modulu —R egri ie — 
Cohesion; RP—Risk Probability; UR ency Ma tion Angle; Slope gle; S urfac a te; 
MTS—Maximu erra St DP— ge Pe ance

 SAS RS RM RIC CO RP UR MA IFA SA SDR MTS DP 

ngle atura esistin nsity; R Rock cture; Rock Ma s Defo s; RIC ock Int ty Coeffic nt; CO
—Urg
Draina

; MA—
rform

neuverability; IFA—Internal Fric
. 

SA— An DR—S e Deform tion ra
m T ress; 

 
Table 3. Standardized matrix of geological disaster-risked case for military engineering. 

1S  0.8125 0.6000 0.5840 0.6829 1.0000 0.4464 0.4808 0.4000 0.7755 0.2381 0.0952 0.3047 0.2083

2S  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.5125 0.7000 0.8960 0.5976 0.9500 8621 3676 6000 8163 3333 0870 3451 2632

3S  0.6625 0.4875 0.6240 0.7805 0.6250 0.5952 0.5102 0.8000 0.5102 0.5556 0.0571 0.4699 0.2778

4S  0.8750 0.9250 0.5520 0.8659 0.4750 0.6944 0.6757 0.6000 0.6531 0.3846 0.1111 1.0000 0.1923

5S  0.7375 0.6250 0.4320 0.6707 0.7500 0.5208 0.4545 0.4000 1.0000 0.4167 0.1538 0.3750 0.2000

S  1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.8750 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9184 1.0000 1.0000 0.8667 1.0000

S   0.5125 0.4875 0.4320 0.5976 0.4750 0.4464 0.3676 0.4000 0.5102 0.2381 0.0571 0.3047 0.1923

 
l ex y i ue lo sa k r  e i

 SAS RS RM RIC CO RP UR MA IFA SA SDR MTS DP 

Tab e 4. Ind  Entrop  and we ght val  of geo gical di ster-ris case fo military ngineer ng. 

Entropy 0.9883 0.6727 0.5095 0.4543 0.3890 0.3143 0.2527 0.2466 0.2633 0.1711 0.0884 0.1748 0.1153

We 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.ight 0014 0.0392 0.0587 0.0653 0.0731 0820 0894 0901 0881 0992 1090 0987 1058

 
Table 5. Distance c o sa kalculating of geol gical di ster ris  case. 

 S 1 2 3 4 5
  S  S  S  S  S  

 ,idis S S  0.1980 0.1849 0.1691 0.1611 0.1598 0.1736

 ,idis S S   0 0.0477 0.0664 0.0578 0.0852 0.0538

iU  0.1980 0.1836 0.1638 0.1392 0.1625 0.1640

 
Tabl 6. S k

 

e PA coefficient of geological disaster-ris  case. 

S 1 2 3 4 5
  S  S  S  S  S  

ia  

was the m es  s ic ch e 
disaster-risked emergency and prevention for military 
engineering  m f olo d 
milita  en n v  
the order f  i k f 

st

risked military engineering. 

 syste ic issu  in the cientif  resear  of th

. SPA
gineeri

odel o
g, was

 the ge
 the mo

gical 
st direc

disaster-
tly ser

riske
ed intory

or the geolog cal disaster-ris ed sections o
military engineering, which could relief conflicts between 
emergences resource and engineering requirement, pro- 
viding relevant helps to organize or command the repair 
problem. 

1) A brief analysis to the value of the geological risk 
measurement of military engineering, put forward the 
measuring features of geological disaster-risked status of 
military engineering; The exploration to the characteris- 
tic of index parameters and variation trend, proposed the 

0.1782 0.2187 0.2735 0.3165 0.2999 0.2611

ib  0.4934 0.4745 0.4462 0.4064 0.4442 0.4465

ic  0.3284 0.3068 0.2803 0.2771 0.2559 0.2924

 iShi H  0.5425 0.7127 0.9757 1.1423 1.1720 0.8929

andardized method for risk index parameters, and es- 
tablished the standardized matrix of geological disaster- 
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2) SPA model of the geological disaster-risked mili- 
tary engineering, put forward the work steps for the geo- 
logical disaster-risked SPA status of military engineering, 
and quantitatively analyzed the certainty and uncertainty 
between the monitoring section and ideal status of the 
geological disaster-risked military engineering. 

eological
di

ring. However, how to evaluate the
co

ong, D. S. Liu, Y. Wu, et al., “Comprehension and
sion on Some Basic Concepts about Geo-Hazards

Risk Assessme Chinese Journal of 
Underground Vol. 4, No. 6, 2008,

3) Integrated entropy coefficient method was used to 
determine the weight of the geological disaster-risked 
index of military engineering, whose information was 
adequate and reliable highly. Model and algorithm was 
easily realized by computer software, and achieved good 
results, had been integrated and applied into a g  

saster emergency decision support system of military 
engineering.  

4) Example showed that, integrated model of Entropy 
and SPA method, fully mined, reflect and used the im- 
plied weight information of the risk monitoring sample 
of military engineering, which effectively improved the 
decision-making of the geological disaster-risked status 
of military enginee  

re factor of the geological disaster-risked index system 
of military engineering, needed the further exploration, 
and stood at the principle as special issue need special 
analysis.  
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